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Abstract 
In (Bessenrodt, 1991) a combinatorial proof of a refinement of the Andrews-Olsson partition 
identity (Andrews and Olsson, 1991) was given. In this article we explore the methods of 
(Bessenrodt, 1991) further to deal also with partitions where repetitions are allowed and where 
the restrictions on the congruence set are omitted. We obtain a considerable generalisation of
the earlier results, again giving bijective proofs of the partition identities in question. As an 
application, it is then shown how to deduce (refinements of) some old results by Sylvester and 
Schur as well as some recent results by Alladi and Gordon [1]. 
1. Introduction 
In [4] a combinatorial proof of a general theorem by Andrews and Olsson [3] on 
partitions with congruence and difference conditions was provided. The good proper- 
ties of the algorithm given in [4] even allowed for a strong refinement of the original 
result by Andrews and Olsson. 
In this article the methods of [4] are explored further to construct a bijection also 
between sets of partitions where more general multiplicities are allowed, and where 
there are no restrictions on the congruence set. We shall thus prove a rather 
natural generalisation of the Andrews-Olsson identity which in itself was already 
a far-reaching eneralisation of earlier results. Also the generalised version of the 
algorithm still is very well-behaved so that we obtain correspondences respecting fine 
invariants. 
In the final section we first consider a very special case and show how the algorithm 
is related to the Sylvester bijection. We then proceed to discuss the implications of the 
algorithm for generalisations and refinements of Schur's famous partition identity 
from 1926 [9] (see also [4]). As a further application, we obtain a refinement of 
a recent theorem of Alladi and Gordon [1]. 
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2. Further generalisations of the Andrews-Olsson partition identity 
First we want to recall the main result from [3]; we use the same terminology as in 
[4]. We fix an integer N and a set A = {a~ . . . . .  a,} with 1 ~< a~ < a 2 <. . .  < a r < N. Then 
for any n~l~ we define PI(A; N,n)  as the set of partitions ofn into distinct parts each 
of which is congruent to some a~ modulo N, and P2(A; N, n) as the set of partitions of 
n subject o the following conditions: each part is congruent to 0 or some a~ modulo N, 
only parts divisible by N may be repeated, the smallest part is smaller than N, and the 
difference between successive parts is at most N and strictly less than N if either part is 
divisible by N. Furthermore, we set P (A; N, n) = P x (A; N, n) c~ PE(A; N, n), and for i= 1 
or 2 we denote by pi(A; N, n) the number of partitions of type P~. With this notation 
we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 (Andrews and Olsson [3]). For any ne ~: pl(A; N, n)= p2(A; N, n). 
The correspondence b tween the partitions of type Pa, respectively, P2 constructed 
in [4] even preserves the sequence of nonzero congruences modulo N of a partition. 
We will describe these refinements later on when we have defined the main ingredients 
of the algorithm. 
In the theorem above, the partitions of type P~ have distinct parts; it is the purpose 
of this note to get rid off this restriction and to provide a natural generalisation i
which multiplicities are allowed. First we have to introduce some further notation. 
Given integers n,N and a set A ~ {1 . . . . .  N -1}  as above, let A =A'wA"  with 
A'c~A"=O. Set Ao=Au{0} and A~=A'u{0}.  For convenience, we denote for an 
integer mel~ the smallest nonnegative integer congruent to m modulo N by mOdN m. 
Then we define 
P1 (A', A"; N, n) = { 2 = (2a ~<'-" ~< At) I--- n: mOdN 2ieA for all i, 
~i=,~i+l only if mOdN 2ieA'}, 
that is, parts of congruence type A' may be repeated. The corresponding partitions of 
type P2 are given by 
PE(A', A"; N, n) = { # = (0 = #0 < #1 ~<"" ~< #s) [-- n: mOdN #ieAo for all i, 
[Ai-- [.,li- 1 <~ N for all i>0, 
#i--Pi -  a =N only if mOdN pieA",  
#i=#i - 1 only if mOdN#iEA'o}. 
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So the parts of congruence type A' may also be repeated in Pz-partitions but in these 
they have to satisfy a slightly stricter difference condition than parts of type A". 
As in the original setting, a strict difference condition is dominating type P2 
but in exchange parts divisible by N are permitted. As before, we set 
P(A ' ,A" ;N ,n )=P I (A ' ,A" ;N ,n ) r~Pz(A ' ,A" ;N ,n )  a d we denote by pi(A' ,A":N,n) 
the number of partitions of type P~, for i = 1 or 2. With this notation the main partition 
identity of this note (of which the Andrews-Olsson theorem is the special case A' =0) 
can be stated as follows. 
Theorem 2.2. For any n~ N: Pa (A', A"; N, n) = p2(A', A"; N, n). 
In fact, below we will construct a bijection between the sets PI(A', A"; N, n) and 
Pz(A', A"; N, n) which has rather good properties. 
Similar as in [4], we first have to describe the associated pair of a given Pi-partition. 
The associated pair of a P~-partition. Given a partition n=(nl<~...<~n,)~ 
P1 (A', A"; N, n), there is a unique partition p =(Pl  . . . . .  pt)~P(A', A"; N, m), for a suit- 
able m, and a (unique) partition 2=(21 . . . . .  20 of (n -m) /N  with 0~<21 ~<)~2~ < "" ~) . ,  
such that ~ =p + N- 2, i.e. ~ i=P i+ N. 2~ for 1 ~< i~< t. We call p the associated P- 
partition for g, resp. (p, 2) the associated pair for g. 
Conversely, given m<n with ~-m divisible by N, a partition 
P=(P l  ~< "" <~p,)eP(A', A" ;N,m) and any partition 2=(21 . . . . .  fit) of (n--m)/N with 
0~<21 ~< ... ~<2t (i.e. with a most t parts), there is a unique PI(A' ,A";N,  n)-partition 
with associated pair (p, 2) given by g =p + N. ft. For a fixed pc P(A', A": N, m), let 
PI(P; N, m) denote the corresponding set of Pl-partitions. Note that this is compatible 
with the definition of PI(p;N,m) in [4]. 
Hence the number Pl(P; N, n) of partitions g~PI(A' ,  A"; N, n) with associated 
P-partition p =(Pl  .... , Pt) equals the number p( ~< t parts, (n -m) /N)  of partitions of 
(n- re) IN with at most t parts. 
The associated pair of a P2-partition. Given a partition g=(~l~<-.-~<~s)~ 
Pz(A', A"; N, •), let g' =(g'~ .. . . .  ~'t) be the Pl-partition obtained from g by deleting all 
parts divisible by N. Then the associated P(A', A"; N, m)-partition p =(Pl  . . . . .  Pr) for 
is the partition associated to the Pl-partition ~' as in the previous ection. We then 
obtain a partition 2=(1~',2 a2, .... t a') of (n--m)/N by the same kind of row and 
'L'-hook removal procedure as in [4], where we now require that after each deletion of 
a row or hook we obtain again a partition in P2(A', A"; N,-) .  For the convenience of 
the reader, we spell out the details again for the present situation. 
Since p =(Pl  . . . . .  Pt) is the P-partition associated with ~, we can write ~z in the form 
~=(RI ,P2 ,  .. .  , P,o, Nt~, P,o + l + el N . . . . .  P,~ + ex N, (2N )t~, Pr, +1 + e2 N . . . . .  
p~_ 2+ x + ~-  I N . . . . .  p . . . .  + ~-  l N,(eN)l°), 
where r~_~=t, 0~<~<e;+l~<~+l~<i+l  and i>~0 for all i, and we set eo=0 and 
rz=0=E~ for all i>~e. Then the partition 2=( laL 2 ~, .... t a') is computed by the same 
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formula as in [4]: 
i 
2i=/ i - - (~ i -e i -  1)+ 
j= l  
j+t - r j -  l =i 
(~j-~j-1) (*) 
for 1 ~< i ~< t. The difference in comparison to [4] comes from the fact that the set P is 
now defined depending on A' and A", so that the associated P-partition p and hence 
the ei's occurring above will be different. 
The combinatorial interpretation of the formula is in essence the same as in [4], 
only taking into account he new definition of PI,  P2 and P, respectively. Again, the 
partition p can be obtained from r~ by successively removing L-shaped hooks of N's, 
respectively, rows of N's from the N-modular Young diagram of rc in such a way that 
after each removal we obtain again a P2-partition. Here, the N-modular Young 
diagram for ~ is given by representing each part s of ~ by a row of N's and the least 
positive residue of s modulo N at the end, and starting with the largest part of ~ in the 
top row. 
As this algorithm is of crucial importance for everything that follows, we again 
explain the procedure of removing rows and special L-hooks of N's; it is verbatim the 
same as in [4]. In Step 1 we remove as many rows 'N'  as possible, i.e. either Ii or ll - 1 
such rows depending on whether el is 0 or 1. Then for any i ~< t we remove in Step i first 
as many rows 'iN' as possible, corresponding to the term l~- (el-ei_ 1) (resp. l~ i f /=  e) 
in formula (.), so either l~ or l i -  1 such rows. Then we also remove 'L'-hooks of N's of 
length i if there are any. This case occurs only if j  + ( t -  r j_ 1) = i and e j -  e j_ 1 = 1 for 
somej < i; the removal of the L-hook corresponding to thisj means that we delete one 
row jN  and we delete one N in the first column of the t - r j _  1 rows above this row, 
corresponding to parts not divisible by N (of course, forj  = 1 the hook degenerates). In 
other words, we delete one part jN from the partition and subtract N from the t - r  j_ 1 
parts greater than jN  and not divisible by N. This is always admissible in the sense 
that after each deletion we still have a P2-partition. 
Starting from i = 1 and working our way up, Step 1 to Step t produce a sequence of 
P2-partitions n=rc°,n 1.. . . .  rt t, where no term of rt t is divisible by N, since by the 
Pc-condition all rows and L-hooks (as described above) of N's in n are of length ~< t. 
Hence nt is also a Pl-partition, and by construction rd=p. 
It is easy to reverse this algorithm to obtain for a given 2=( lZ ' ,2  ~2 . . . . .  t z') the 
P2-partition with associated P-partition p and partition 2. Starting this time from 
i = t, i.e. rct = p, one inserts 2~ rows of iN into r~ *if possible, otherwise one first inserts as 
many L-hooks of N's of length i into n* as necessary (always at the highest pos- 
s ib le -and  admissible--place), and then rows of iN until the number of rows and 
hooks together is 2i. By the P2-condition the insertion of hooks is always possible and 
then determined by the requirement that they are to be inserted at the highest possible 
place. 
Also in this more general setting, the number P2(P; N, n) of P2-partitions of n with 
associated partition p = (Px . . . . .  pt)~P(A', A"; N, m) equals the number p(parts ~< t, 
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(n -  m)/N) of partitions of (n--m)/N where all parts are ~< t, and hence (by conjugating 
the partitions) it equals the number p( ~< t parts, (n--m)/N) of partitions of (n -m) /N  
with at most t parts. 
As any partition of type P1 or Pz has a unique associated P-partition p, we have 
thus constructed a bijection proving Theorem 2.2; indeed, the last remark above 
shows that we have again a strong refinement of this result, generalising [4, 
Theorem 2.2]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let neN, m<n with n -m=N'c ,  c~[~o. Then for any partition 
P=(Pl . . . . .  pt)eP(A', A"; N, m) we have for the numbers of P1-, respectively, P2-parti- 
tions with associated P-partition p 
Pl (P; N, n) = p( <~ t parts, c) = p(parts ~< t, c) = P2(P; N, n) 
and an explicit bijection between the corresponding sets of partitions is given by the maps 
described above. 
We want to illustrate formula (*) and the algorithm by going through an example 
(differing slightly from the example in [4]) in detail. 
Take N=7,A={1,2,5},  A'={2}, n=270 and let 
n = (1,7, 92, 15, 212, 22, 232, 282, 30, 33)sP2 (A', A "; N, n) 
be the partition to be dealt with. 
To determine the associated P-partition we write down the P-partition with the 
same A-congruence sequence modulo 7: 
p =(1, 22, 8, 15, 163, 19)~ P(A', A"; N, m), 
so t = 9 and m = 95. To read off the parameters li, e/and ri appearing in formula (*), we 
write n as follows: 
n=(1,7,(2+7)2,8+7,212, 15+7,(16+7)z, 282, 16+2'  7, 19+2"7). 
Hence we obtain 
i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Ii - 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
el 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
ri 1 3 4 7 9 0 0 0 0 0 
From this we easily compute the multiplicities 2i occurring in 2 using formula (.): 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2 i 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 
So n is determined by p and the partition 
2=(32,4,6,9) 
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corresponding to n by first of (n -m) /N=25.  We now obtain the P l -par t i t ion  
conjugating 2: 
2'=(13,22, 3, 53) 
and then calculating 
p+7.2 ,=(8 ,92 ,22 ,29 ,37 ,  2 , ,, 51 ,54)~P I (A ,A  ;N,n).  
Now we run through the combinator ia l  a lgor ithm starting with re. The N-modular  
Young d iagram for n = n ° is depicted by 
7 7 7 
7 7 7 
7 7 7 
7 7 7 
7 7 7 
7 7 7 
7 7 7 
7 7 7 
7 7 7 












be removed, so 23 = 2 and n 3 is 
7 7 7 7 5 
7 7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 7 
7 7 7 7 
7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 1 





Here, 21 = 0, since we cannot remove the row "7" without violating the P2-condit ion. 
As there is no row "7 7" and also no L-hook of length 2, we also have 22=0 and 
n ° = n 1 = n 2. Then we can remove two rows "7 7 7", but there is no hook of length 3 to 
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In Step 4, we can only remove one row "7 7 7 7", and again there is no extra hook, so 
24=1 andn 4is 
7 7 7 7 5 
7 7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 7 
7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 1 





There is neither a row nor an admissible hook of N's of length 5, so 25 = 0 and n4= n 5. 
In Step 6, there is no row of length 6, but this time there is an admissible hook of 
length 6 for j=4 ,  indicated above in bold type. Removing this gives n6: 
7 7 7 5 
7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 1 





which has neither rows or hooks of length 7 nor of length 8, so 27 =28=0 and 
n 6 = n 7 - -n  8. But there is a hook of length 9 for j = 1 which has been indicated above. 
Removing this finally gives g9= p, and 2 9 ~-1. 
Reading this procedure backwards hows how to obtain the P2-partition g from 
p and L 
It is easy to see that the very same construction also implies a further generalisation 
of Theorem 2.2 in which A is an arbitrary set of incongruent integers in N (rood N) 
and P1 (A', A"; N, n) and PE(A', A"; N, n) are appropriately redefined, using the notion 
of N-level (see [1] or [5]). In the terminology of coloured partitions, we can even get 
rid of the assumption that the integers have to be incongruent. We only want to state 
this slight generalisation of Theorem 2.2 in terms of coloured partitions and we omit 
the translation to the 'arithmetic' version. First, we have to introduce some notation. 
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Let cg be a set of colours not including white, if' a subset ofCg, Cgw=Cgu{white} and 
cg-= cg, w {white}. Fix any linear order on cg w with white being maximal; this induces 
naturally a linear order on the coloured integers. For any coloured integer s, let c(s) 
denote its colour; furthermore, for an integer me t~ o, let mw be the integer m coloured 
white, and denote by 2 ~c n a coloured partition 2 of n. 
Theorem 2.4. For any n6~ we have a bijection between the sets 
Qx(Cg, cg';n)={2~-~n:2 is coloured by c~, 
only parts coloured by cg, may be repeated}, 
Q2(Cg, cg';n)= {2=(0w=20 <21 ~< ... ~< 20 I---~ n: 2 is coloured by Cgw, 
2 i -  2i- x ~ 1 for all i, 
2 i -  21- x = 1 only if c(2i)¢Cgw and c(2i) ~ c(2i- a ), 
only parts coloured by c~- may be repeated}, 
such that the sets of partitions of type Q1, respectively, Q2 with the same associated 
partition peQx ~ Q2 (defined similarly as before) correspond to each other. 
For applying the coloured version of the algorithm to the coloured partitions 
above, one represents a part 2~ (say) in the Young diagram by a row of 2~- 1 white 
boxes with only the final box in the row painted in the colour c(2i) (which of course 
may also be white). Then, in the row and hook removal procedure only white boxes 
are taken out. The theorem now says that the algorithm produces a bijection between 
Qa-partitions with a given colour sequence and Q2-partitions with the same colour 
sequence when the white parts are omitted. 
3. Applications 
We have already pointed out that the original Andrews-Olsson identity is the 
special case A '= 0 of Theorem 2.2. Also the other extreme case A"= 0 is of interest 
(see [i0]). 
Corollary 3.1. For any n, Ne[~ and A ~{1 .. . . .  N - l}  the algorithm described in 
Section 2 gives a bijection between the sets 
C(A; N, n) = {2 =(2x ~<... ~<2,) ~ n: mOdN ),ieA for all i} 
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and 
D(A; N, n)= {/~ =(0=#o </.q ~<... ~<p~) F- n: modN #i~A w {0} for all i, 
kti--#i-l <N for all i>0}. 
More precisely,for any p6C(A; N, m) c~ D(A; N, m), where m = n - kN for some k~ ~, we 
have a bijection between the sets C(p; N, n) and D(p; N, n) of partitions of n to which p is 
associated. Moreover, if p is of length t, then 
# C(p;N,n)=p(<~t parts, k)= # D(p;N,n). 
For the special case N = 2 and A = { 1 } we easily deduce afamous result due to Euler 
for which Sylvester gave a bijective proof leading to a further efinement. 
Theorem 3.2. For any nE[~ the following three sets are equinumerous: 
(i) C({ 1 }; 2, n), the set of partitions of n into odd parts; 
(ii) D({1};2, n)={2=(21<<....<~2t)F-n: 2 , -2 , _1<2for  all i}; 
(iii) V(n), the set of partitions of n into distinct parts. 
Indeed, a bijection between the sets C({1};2, n) and D({1};2, n) was 
described above, and conjugation gives a bijection between D({1};2, n) and V(n) 
(this application to the Euler-Sylvester theorem was also noted in [10]). The 
corollary above leads to a different refinement of this theorem than the one 
usually deduced from the Sylvester map (see [2, Theorem 2.12]); for an extensive 
discussion of the Sylvester bijection which also included this refinement see [6]. 
But in fact, more is true: our bijection followed by conjugation is the Sylvester 
map! 
Let us look at an example to make this clear. Take ~ = (1,3, 53, 92)~ C( { 1 }; 2, 37) and 
consider its 2-modular Young diagram: 
2 2 2 2 1 
2 2 2 2 1 
2 2 1 
2 2 1 
2 2 1 
2 1 
1 
Here we have p=(17) and 2=(1, 23,42). Applying the algorithm of Section 2, the 
principal hooks of re in the 2-modular diagram are 'straightened' (with the l's falling to 
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the bottom) and we obtain 
2 2 1 
2 2 1 









i.e. the corresponding partition in D({1}; 2, 37) is (12,2, 32,43, 53). Now conjugating 
such a partition just amounts to the following: count the length and the number of 2's 
in each column of the 2-modular diagram! For our example the conjugate partition 
is (3,6,8,9,11). 
So altogether we have just taken the lengths and the number of 2's of the principal 
hooks of the 2-modular diagram of ~ to obtain our image partition - -  and this is 
exactly what the Sylvester map does (see [-6])! 
For the purpose of another application we come back to the case A'= 0. We take 
1 ~< a< b < N with a + b ~< N and look at the special case A = { a, b }. It is easy to see that 
conjugating the N-modular diagram of a P2(A;N,n)-partition (and adding a+b if 
a and b occur simultaneously in a column of the N-modular diagram) gives a bijection 
between Pz(A; N, n) and the set P3(A; N, n) of partitions of n into parts congruent to 
a, b or a + b modulo N, that differ by at least N, and where the difference between parts 
congruent o a+b(modN) is at least 2N. Denote by p3(A;N,n) the cardinality of 
P3(A; N, n). Thus we have a bijection proving the identity 
pI(A; N, n) =p2(A; N, n)=pa(A; N, n). 
In the special case where a+b=N, the identity pl(A;N,n)=p3(A;N,n) is Schur's 
famous theorem in [-9] (for some further emarks on this see [4]). But much better, by 
Theorem 2.2 we obtain a strong refinement of this identity which significantly 
improves the 'weighted versions' of Schur's theorem due to Gleissberg [8] and 
Bressoud [-7]. First we have to define the associated partition p of a partition 2 of type 
P3: P is the minimal P3-partition with the same congruence sequence as 2 up to 
combining a pair b,a in the sequence (in this order) to b+a. For example, the 
congruence sequence for 
2=(a,b+ N,a+ 3N,(a+b)+4N)EP3(A;N,n) 
is a,b,a,a+b, so here we are allowed to combine the middle pair b, a to b+a, 
and the minimal P3-partition with the corresponding congruence sequence turns 
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out to be 
p=(a, (a+b)+ N, (a+b)+ 3N). 
With this definition, conjugation of the N-modular Young diagram (and adding a + b 
at the appropriate places) maps the partitions in P(A;N,n)  bijectively onto the 
minimal (in the sense above) partitions in P3(A;N,n). Denoting by P3(p;N,n) the 
P3-partitions with associated partition p, and P3(P; N, n)-- # P3(P; N, n), the preced- 
ing discussion gives the following strong refinement of Schur's Theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. Let N E ~, 1 <<. a < b < N with a + b <~ N, A = { a, b}. Then for any n ~ ~ and 
m<n with n -m=cN,  cEt~o, and for any pEP(A:N,m) of length t we have 
Px(P; N, n)=p2(p; N, n) = P3(P; N, n), 
where ~ is obtained from p by conjugating its N-modular diagram (and adding a + h 
whenever a and b appear in the same column). 
More explicitly, the bijection PI(A; N, n)~P3(A; N, n) given by our algorithm Jbl- 
lowed by N-modular conjugation maps Pl-partitions with a given congruence sequence 
to P~-partitions with the reversed congruence sequence with some adjacent pairs (h, a) 
combined to b + a. 
Corresponding to the more general Theorem 2.4 which was expressed in the 
language of coloured partitions, the assumptions on a and b can be weakened, and one 
can get also a more general version of the theorem above, refining a recent heorem of 
Alladi and Gordon [-1]. 
We still assume A to be a 2-element set and A '=0,  which translates in the 
notation of Theorem 2.4 - -  to having a set ~ of two colours, say blue and red, and 
~'  =0. We fix the linear order red < blue < white on ~w. For defining the analogue 
of the P3-partitions, we have to choose a further colour, purple (say), and we 
define ~ = { red, blue, purple}. We also fix a linear order on ~, compatible with the 
order on c~: 
purple < red < blue 
and take the induced order on coloured integers; again we denote by c(s) the colour of 
a coloured integer s. Furthermore, for an integer mE~o, we let m v, mr and m b denote 
the integer m coloured purple, red and blue, respectively. Then we set 
Q3 (c~; n) = { ). = (0p < 21 <. . .  < 2t) }--c n: 2 is coloured by @, 
the parts of 2 are numerically distinct, 
2 i -2 i -1  = 1 only if 2i, 2~ 1 are not both purple and 
c(2,)~c(2,_,)}. 
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In the Young diagram of a partition of type Q2,just paint the final box in each row in 
the corresponding colour. Then the lowest box of each column will be coloured blue 
or red. If the two lowest boxes of a column are both painted (one red, one blue), we 
mix the colours to purple in the lowest box of the column when conjugating the 
coloured diagram, to obtain a partition of type Q3. This corresponds to the conjuga- 
tion of the N-modular  Young diagram (and adding a + b where appropriate). 
We thus also have a 'coloured' generalisation of Theorem 3.3; setting 
Qi(Cg; n)= Qi(~,0; n) for i=  1 or 2, here is the explicit formulation in the notation 
introduced above. 
Theorem 3.4. The algorithm described above gives a bijection 
Q1 (c~; n)___~ Q2 (cg; n).__~ Q3 (oK; n), 
which maps Ql-partitions with a given colour sequence bijectively to the Q3-partitions 
with the reversed colour sequence where some pairs (blue, red) have merged to purple. 
This immediately implies the results in [1] where a weighted version generalising 
Gleissberg's result was proved. Note that the bijection given in [1] is very different 
from the one constructed here, and does not respect he colour sequence in the way 
described above. 
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